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Abstract 
Mateescu, A., Scattered deletion and commutativity, Theoretical Computer Science 125 (1994) 
361-371. 
This paper deals with the scattered deletion of a language by another language, i.e. with scattered 
residuals. We introduce the notion of the scattered syntactical monoid. The main result is 
a Myhill-Nerode-like theorem for languages L with the property that the commutative closure of 
L,com(L), is a regular language. We investigate some properties of these families of languages 
related to the cardinality of the scattered syntactical monoid. 
1. Preliminaries 
Operations of inserting and/or deleting strings between two languages are very 
important in theoretical computer science and, also in practice. We mention here only 
some few examples: top-down parsing (insertion), bottom-up parsing (deletion). Some 
recent papers in this area are [3,4]. For the basic notions in formal language theory, 
the reader is referred to the monographs [l, 8,121. 
The residual or the scattered sequential deletion, of two languages L1, L2, intro- 
duced in [3] is defined by the following definition. 
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Definition 1.1. Let L1 and L2 be languages over 
scattered sequential deletion of L1 by L2 is defined 
where 
Z. The scattered residual or the 
as 
u+,v=(ulu*... t,k+lEC*lk>l, U=U1~1U2v2...ukVkUk+1, 
v=v1v2..~vk, ui EC*, 1 <i<k+ 1, Vial’*, 1 <i<k}. 
Definition 1.2. The shufie operation between words, denoted LI J, is defined recur- 
sively by 
(auLIJbv)=a(uLIJbv)ub(auLIJu), 
and 
(uLIJ4=(~LIJ4=+4 
where u, EC* and a, bEC. 
The shuffle operation is extended in a natural way to languages. 
Definition 1.3. The sh@e of two languages L1 and L2 is 
JsLlM2= tJ (uLIJ4. 
ueLl,voLz 
The proof of the following lemma is obvious and thus omitted. 
Lemma 1.4. For any languages L1 and L2 
2. Some algebraic properties 
Remark 2.1. The shuffle operation is a commutative and associative operation on 
9(C*) and, moreover {A} is the unit element. Therefore, 9’=(9’(C*),LI J,{A}) is 
a commutative monoid, see also [S]. 
Notation. If XEZ*, then 1x1 is the length of x. If aEC, then (XI, is the number of 
occurrences of the letter a in x. 
Definition 2.2. If XEZ*, then the commutative closure of x is 
com(x)={wEZ*lfor any aEZ, IwI,=JxJp}. 
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If L is a language, then the commutative closure of L is 
corn(L)= u corn(x). 
XSL 
The following proposition enumerates ome elementary properties of shuffle and 
commutative closure operations. We will omit the proof of Proposition 2.3, but most 
of these properties will be used in sequel. For many other important results concern- 
ing commutativity and shuffle operation see [S, 6,10,13]. 
Proposition 2.3. Let L, L1 and L2 be languages. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
L G com( L). 
If L,CL,, then com(L,)ccom(L,). 
com(com( L)) = com( L). 
com(L,LI JL2)=com(L1Lz). 
com(L, LI J&I= com(com(LI) com(L*)). 
com(L1LIAL2)= com(L,)LI Icom(L2). 
com(L,uL2)=com(L,)ucom(L2). 
com( L) = com(mi( L)), where mi( L) is the mirror image of L. 
Definition 2.4. Let L be a language, LGC *. The relation induced by L in Y, denoted 
-L, is defined as follows: for any L1, L2 CC*, 
L1 wL L2 if and only if com( L) +S L1 = com( L) +S Lz. 
Lemma 2.5. For any language L, LG C*, the relation -L is a congruence on the 
monoid Y. 
Proof. Obviously, -L is an equivalence relation on 9. Assume that L1 -L L2 and let 
A be an arbitrary language over C. We have to prove that (A L 11 L, ) wL (A L 11 L,), or 
equivalently, that com( L) jS (A L I 1 L,) = com(L)-+,(ALI]L1). Let u be in 
corn(L) -,(ALI jL,). From Lemma 1.4 it follows that there exists at, ts:ALI]L,, such 
that (uLl Jt)ncom(L)#@. Hence, there are XEA and yeL1 such that tall Jy and, 
moreover (u L ( 1 t)ncom( L) ~0. Therefore, (u L 1 J(x L) J y))ncom( L) # 0. Consequently, 
((uLI14LIJyWZ0. 
Thus, (uL I Jx) E(com( L) +S L,). But, by our assumption corn(L) dS L1 = 
com( L) -+S L2. Hence, we can deduce that (u L I 1x) E (com( L) -+S L,). Therefore, there 
exists a y’~ L2 such that (u L 11 (x L I 1 y’)) ncom(L)#@ Note that (xl1 ly’)~(ALl IL,). 
Thus, there is a t’EA LI J L2, such that (uL I J t’)ncom( L) #0. But, this means that 
uecom(L) -+SALIJL2, and therefore corn(L) --+,ALI JL, scorn(L) -+,ALI]L2. The 
converse inclusion is similar. Hence, the relation -L is invariant on the right with 
respect o the operation of 9’. But Y is commutative and, thus, -L is a congruence on 
the monoid 9’. 0 
Corollary 2.6. For any language L, L&C *, YL = Yf wL is a commutative submonoid 
of Y. 
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Definition 2.7. If L is a language, then the monoid .YL is the scattered syntactic monoid. 
(It can be called also the shufle or the commutative syntactic monoid defined by L.) 
Comment. The remainder of this paper is dedicated to the study of different proper- 
ties of these monoids. The main result is that the family of languages that have finite 
scattered syntactic monoids is exactly the family of languages with the property that 
their commutative closure is a regular language. This result resembles the famous 
theorem of Myhill-Nerode for the classical syntactic monoids. 
For some other extensions of the Myhill-Nerode theorem, see [7,11,14]. 
Definition 2.8. A language L over C is commutatively saturated by an equivalence 
relation -on P(C*) if and only if, for any languages L1, Lz, over C, if LIncom(L)#@ 
and L1 -Lz, then L,ncom(L)#@ 
Lemma 2.9. 
(i) corn(L) is commutatively saturated by wL. 
(ii) -L is the greatest congruence on Y with the above property. 
Proof. (i) Assume that L1 wL Lz and that LIncom( L) #0. There exists 
wGcom( L)nL, and thus k(com( L) +S L,). Consequently, k(com(L) + Lz). There- 
fore, there is, uecom(L) and, ueLZ such that u -+S u=L, i.e. com(L)nL2 #8. 
(ii) Let z be a congruence on Y such that L is commutatively saturated by z . Now, 
assume that L 1 M L2 and consider the language com( L) +S L1, If com( L) +S L1 = 0, then 
also corn(L) -+S Lz =@ (Otherwise, there is y~Lz such that x LI Jyccom(L). Hence, 
com(L)n(LzLIJy)#0 and moreover, (L, LIJ~)z(L,LI Jy). It follows that 
com(L)n(LILIJy)#O and thus there is a word z, zecom(L) and zEtLl Jy, for some 
tEL,. Hence, y+ +S t) and thus yEcorn +S L1, a contradiction with the assumption 
that com( L) +S L1 =0.) Therefore, we can assume that corn(L) -fS L1 #8 and let x be in 
com(L)-+,L,. Note that, com(L)n(L,LI Jx)#@, (L1LIJx)x(L2LI Jx) and thus 
com(L)n(LzLl Jx)#fi Hence, there exists a WELT such that (wLl Jx)ncom(L)#@ We 
can conclude that xQcom( L) -+S L,). Therefore, com( L) +S L1 c corn(L) hS LZ. The 
converse inclusion is analogous. Thus, L1 wL Lz and it follows that x c -L. 0 
Comment. The congruence -L is the syntactic or principal congruence on Y with 
respect o the family: YL= {L’ I L’nLZ0). 
3. The main result 
Theorem 3.1. Let L be a language over C. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) corn(L) is a regular language. 
(b) there exists a congruence z on 9, of $nite index, such that L is commutatively 
saturated with respect to W. 
(c) the scattered syntactic monoid of L,.YL, is finite. 
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Proof. (a)=>(b). Let d =(Q, C, 6, qO, F) be the minimal automaton such that 
L(d) = corn(L). Now consider the finite monoid, M =(Xx,. , lx), where X = y(Q) and 
the operation “. ” is defined as j.g = g of (here “ 0” is the usual composition of 
functions), Obviously, M is a monoid. Let cp be the function, cp :Y+M, such that, for 
any AEY, (p(K)eXX, that is, rp(K):X+X, i.e. cp(K):p(Q)+g(Q), such that 
cp(K)( Y)=d(Y,K). 
In order to prove that cp is a morphism of monoids, we will show a property of the 
automaton &, i.e. 
(*) for any YGQ and for any KGC*: 8(Y,K)=6(Y,com(K)). 
Obviously, 6( Y, K) G 6( Y, com( K)). Now, let w be in com( K). There exists a word 
W’EK such that WECO~(W’). It is easy to see that for any x,y~C* it is true that 
xwy~com(l) if and only if xw’y~com(l). 
Hence, w and w’ are equivalent with respect to the classical syntactic congruence 
defined by corn(L). Let p be in Y such that 6(p, w) = 4. It follows that 6( p, w’) = 4, too, 
and thus q&( Y, K). It results that 6( Y, com(K))cS( Y, K). Therefore, the above 
property ( * ) does hold. Now, let us prove, using the properties from Proposition 2.3 
and the property ( * ), that cp is a morphism of monoids. For any J, KG C * and for any 
YEQ: 
But Y is arbitrary and thus cp( J L 11 K) = q(J). cp( K), for any J, KG Z*. Therefore, 
cp is a morphism of monoids. 
Consequently, the kernel of cp, i.e. 
is a congruence on the monoid Y. Moreover, because M is finite, Ker(cp) is a congru- 
ence of finite index, i.e. has only a finite number of equivalence classes. 
Observe that, moreover, L is commutatively saturated by Ker(cp). Assume that 
L1, L2 are such that cp(L,)=cp(L2) and that L,ncom( L) # 0. Therefore, 
G(qo,Ll)nF#O. But, cp(Ll)(q~)=cp(L~)(qo) and thus 6(qo,L1)=WhLd. It follows 
that 6(q,, L2)nF#0 and hence, L,ncom(L)#@ 
(b+(c) By Lemma 2.9(ii), it results that Ker(cp)s wL and therefore, 
card(Y/Ker cp) 2 card(Y/-l). But, card(9JKer cp) is finite and hence, ,4pL, is a finite 
monoid. 
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(c)*(a) Define the finite deterministic automaton d = (Q, C, 6, qo, F), where 
Q =9(.X*)/%. Note that Q is a finite set. The equivalence class of a language K will be 
denoted by [K]. Moreover, q. = [{A>], F = {[K] I Kncom(L)#O} and the transition 
function, 6 : Q x C-+Q is 
Note that 6 is well defined, i.e. if B z B’, then B L ( 1 r~ z B’ L 1 Jo. In order to prove that 
L(&‘)=com(L), assume first that weL(&‘). Therefore, S([n], w)EF. If w=w1w2...w,, 
where Wi~C, i=l, . . . . IZ, then it is easy to see that S([A],w)=[wlLI Jw2Ll J...LI Jw,]. 
Hence, there is a language K, such that Kncom( L) # 8 and K x (wi L I].. . L 1 J w,). But 
L is commutatively saturated by * and hence (wi LlJw2 LI J . . . LI Jw,)ncom(L)#!k 
Therefore, there is a permutation of w in L. It follows that w~com(L). Conversely, 
assume that w~com(L). Hence, there exists a EL such that WECW(U). Now, if 
w=wiw2... W,, WiEZy i= 1, . . . ,n, then6([~],w)=[w,LIJw2/_IJ...LIJwn]. Moreover, 
UE(W~LIJWZLIJ...LIJW,) and thus (w1LlJw2LI J...LI Jw,)ncom(L)#O. Conse- 
quently, CwlLIJ~2LIJ...LIJ~,l~F and therefore woL(&‘). It follows that 
com( L) = L(d). 0 
Corollary 3.2. A language com( L) has a finite number of scattered residuals if and only 
if corn(L) is a regular language. 
4. Related problems 
Remark 4.1. Because card(Y)=N,, a scattered syntactic monoid YL may have 
a finite cardinal, a K. cardinal or even an K1 cardinal. Theorem 3.1 provides 
a characterization of languages with a finite scattered monoid. 
Definition 4.2. The family of languages with a finite scattered syntactic monoid will be 
denoted by En, i.e. 
Pin = {L I YL is a finite monoid} 
Analogously, 
g= {L ( card(YL)=Ko}, 
9f= {L I card(.Y’~)=K,}. 
Corollary 4.3. Any jnite language L is in Yin. 
Proof. Obviously, corn(L) is finite and hence regular. Cl 
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Definition 4.4. Let & = (Q, Z, 6, qo, F) be a minimal deterministic automaton. The 
monoid _&Z&&)=(Xx, o, lx), where X=9(Q) is the monoid of hypevactions. 
Definition 4.5. Let & be the above automaton. Any subset K of Z* defines in 
a natural way a function from X to X, K(Y) = 6( Y, K), for any Y subset of Q. The 
submonoid of J(d), generated by these functions, is the monoid of hypertransitions, 
denoted F(A). 
Theorem 4.6. Let AI be a minimal deterministic automaton. The monoid yr. 
is isomorphic with a submonoid of F(d), where L= L(d)= corn(L). 
Proof. Define the function VP: 
It is easy to prove that cp is a surjective homomorphism. 0 
Remark 4.7. Theorem 4.6 provides a method to compute the scattered syntactic 
monoid. See the following example. 
Example 4.8. Let us compute the scattered syntactic monoid for the language 
L=(a”ba”~n20}u{a”+’ ba” In >O}. It is easy to observe that com(L)=a*ba*, and 
hence corn(L) is a regular language. Now, consider the minimal automaton 
&‘=(Q, (a, b},J,q,, {ql}) that accepts the language corn(L). Thus, Q= {qo,ql,q2} 
and 6(p,a)=p, for any PEQ, 6(q,,b)=q, and in any other case, 6(r,b)=q,. 
By a well-known algorithm, we can compute the classical syntactic monoid of com( L). 
We obtain the relations: a E 1 and b2 E b3 and the elements are: 1, b, b2. Moreover, 
b2 is a zero of the syntactic monoid and will be identified with 0 in the scattered 
syntactic monoid. Now, using the above theorem we have to consider only the 
following subsets of P(Z *): 0,1, u = {b}, u = {A, b}. The table of hypertransitions 
(Table 1) for 8, II, u, u is 
Table 1 
Using the above method and the table of hypertransitions, we obtain that the 
scattered syntactic monoid consists of 0 that is a zero of the monoid, {A} which is the 
unit element of the monoid and the following two elements: u,u. Moreover, the 
multiplication table (Table 2) of the above elements is 
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0 0 0 0 
I ; 2 0 
U u 1; u 
” 0” u u v 
Therefore, Yr. has four elements, .YL = {@, I u, u}. Note that the above monoid is 
indeed commutative and moreover, corn(L) has only four scattered residuals: 
&com(L),a* and com(L)ua*, corresponding to: @,A, u = {b} and, respectively, to 
u={L,b}. 
Remark 4.9. The language from the above example is a context-free language that is 
not regular. Hence, the classical syntactic monoid for this language is infinite and 
cannot be “computed”. 
Comment. The language L, from the above example, provides us an example of 
a language with an infinite number of scattered residuals whereas corn(L) has only 
a finite number of scattered residuals. Indeed, if i < j, then L _‘s (bu’} contains the 
word ai but, L +s (baj} does not contain this word ai. Therefore, the infinite sequence 
{bai}ib,, leads to an infinite number of scattered residuals. It follows that, in this 
respect, our approach is the best possible. 
Theorem 4.10. The family Fin is not comparable with any family in the Chomsky 
hierarchy. 
Proof. Note that the language L =(ub)* is in every Chomsky family, but 
corn(L)==== II wla=Iwlb}, . IS not regular. Thus, L is not in Fin. 
Assume that, K, K E a*b* is any, (arbitrary !) language and consider K’ = Kub*a*. 
Then com(K’) = {a, b}*, which is a regular language. Therefore, K’ is in gin. Observe 
that K, and thus K’, could be very complex languages, even not recursively enumer- 
able, and still K’ is in Fin. q 
Comment. Note the fact that there are languages L that are not recursively enumer- 
able, but the scattered syntactic monoid of L is finite. 
Next theorem is useful for proving a decidability result. 
Theorem 4.11 (Ginsburg and Spanier [2]). It is decidable to determine for an urbit- 
rury regular language R whether corn(R) is regular. 
Theorem 4.12. For any context-free language L, it is decidable whether or not L is in 
Pin. 
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Proof. Let L be a context-free language. There exists a regular language R letter 
equivalent with L, and R can be effectively determined (see [l] or [12]). Obviously, 
corn(L) = corn(R) and therefore Yr = 9,. Now, from Theorem 4.11, it is decidable 
whether or not R has the property that corn(R) is regular. If corn(R) is regular, then 
L is in %in, otherwise L is not in %in. 0 
Theorem 4.13. The family %in is closed under the following operations: shufJEe, catena- 
tion, union, mirror, corn, cycle, where, cycle(L) = {uu 1 VUEL). 
Proof. The closure of %in under union, mirror, corn and cycle is trivial. 
To prove the closure under shuffle, consider L1, L2e%in. Then, from Proposition 
2.3 (the identity 6), it follows that L1 L (J L 2 is in %in. The closure under catenation 
follows from the closure under shuffle easily by Proposition 2.3 (the identity 4). 0 
Theorem 4.14. The family %in is not closed under complement, intersection, intersection 
with regular languages, Kleene closure, homomorphisms and inverse homomorphisms. 
Proof. For complement, let L be the language L= {a, b}* -(ab)*. Obviously, L is in 
%in, but the complement of L is not in %in. For intersection, assume that 
L,={a”b”(n2O}ub *a* and L2 =a*b*. Note that both L, and L2 are in %in but their 
intersection is {a”b” 1 n>O} which is not in %in. To prove the nonclosure of intersec- 
tion with regular languages, consider L3 = {a, b}* and L4 =(ab)+ and note that the 
intersection of L3 with L4 is L4, which is not in %in. Let us consider Kleene closure. 
Assume that L5 = {ab} and observe that L5 is in %in, but L: = L4 and hence is not in 
%in. Now, define the homomorphism h, h(a)=ab, h(b)= b, and the language 
L6 =a*b*. Note that h(L,)=(ab)* b* which is not in %in. For the inverse homomor- 
phism consider the same homomorphism as above, and the same languages. Observe 
that h- ‘(Ls) is not in %in. 0 
Comment. The nonclosure of %in under complement is surprising. For the classical 
syntactic monoids it is likely that for any language, of any complexity, L and 
complement of L have exactly the same syntactic monoid. 
Theorem 4.15. 428. 
Proof. Let C be (a,b} and L={w~~w~,=I~l~}. We will prove that card(YL)=K1. 
Define f:P(a*)-Yr. as follows: for any A =&a*, f(A)= [A]. Now, note that f is 
injective. Let A,, A2 be subsets of a* such that A, #A*. There exists a word ak in 
A1 such that a’ is not in AZ. Thus, corn(L) +S AI contains the word bk, but 
com( L) -+$ A2 does not contain bk. Thus, [A, ] # [AZ] and therefore f is injective. But, 
card(S(a*)) is Ki and hence card(.YL) is K,. 0 
Theorem 4.16. %O # 8. 
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Proof. We will consider the language: 
L={wllwl,+lwl*, wec*j, 
where C = {a, b}. Now, let A be a language over Z. There are only some possibilities to 
produce a scattered residual. If any word w in A has the property that 1 w Is = I w lb, then 
the residual is the language L. If A contains only one word w, with 1 Iw Ia - 1 w lb1 =j, 
where j # 0, then the residual is Rj = C * - {u 1 II u Ia - 1 u lb I= kj, k 2 O}. In any other case 
the residual is C* or 8. Therefore, there is only a denumerable number of scattered 
residuals. 0 
5. Conclusions and open problems 
We have proved a Myhill-Nerode-like theorem for all languages that have a finite 
scattered syntactic monoid. Moreover, we obtained a theorem of representation of all 
regular languages that are in the class Fin. We noticed that the class of languages that 
have the scattered syntactic monoid finite is not comparable with any class from the 
Chomsky hierarchy and, hence, there are languages in gin that are not even recursive 
enumerable languages. On the other hand, there remains a large number of problems 
for further research in this topic. Can we characterize in a similar way the languages 
from F0 and/or Fr? We do not know yet results concerning decidable properties of 
languages in these classes. Is it possible to obtain theorems like the Myhill-Nerode 
theorem for other deletion operations considered in [3] (sequential, parallel, con- 
trolled, iterated, etc.). 
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